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Abstract—Study of the disease demographics in human population indicates that cardiac ailments are the primary cause of premature death, and a need for emergent technologies is felt to address the rising trend. However, development of automated heart sound analysis system and its usage at the grassroots levels for cardiac pre-screening have been hindered by the lack proper understanding of the intrinsic characteristics of cardiac auscultation. In this article we present an investigatory report based on a nationwide survey conducted on the practice of cardiac auscultation for determination of its effectiveness in diagnosis. The aims are to achieve better validation of heart sound acquisition methods and use the clinical feedback from cardiologists for improvements in the classification of the cardiac abnormalities. Results obtained from six different classifiers used in the study are illustrated, which show a remarkable specificity in the study are illustrated, which show a remarkable specificity using an improvised classification hierarchy, derived based on clinical recommendations. The study addresses the needs for better understanding of the relevancy of heart sound signal parameters, recording transducers, recording location and the inherent complexity associated in interpretation of heart sounds, specially in noisy environments of out-patient departments and primary healthcare centers. Further, the inter-relationship between heart sound and other advanced medical imaging modalities, and the need for more focused training in cardiac auscultation among the medical and paramedical staff is investigated.

Index Terms—Biomedical Signal Processing, Computer Aided Diagnosis, Decision Support Systems, Phonocardiography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Auscultation provides important clinical information and cost effective measures to determine treatment strategy. Conventional wisdom mandates the use of auscultation as a compulsory tool for physical examination and selection of additional tests that will provide clinical information of independent value, at no significant cost. Auscultation is practiced for evaluating the functional status of a complex human system such as the heart, lungs, abdomen etc. In the current study, our particular interest is the auscultation of heart, generally referred to as Cardiac Auscultation or Heart Sounds (HS) in medical literature [1]. The HS are reflective of hemodynamical processes of the heart, are often barely audible, and involves dominant frequencies at the lower frequency edge of the threshold of hearing. They are brief, transient sounds, and it is hard to interpret the exact sequence of cardiac events and to isolate them. Cardiac auscultation is necessarily subjective, and the inherent difficulty in hearing and correctly interpreting heart sounds offers suitable opportunity to use signal processing and machine learning systems to aid clinical proceedings. The auscultatory sounds of hearts comes multiplexed with the lungs sounds and additional movement artifacts, the filtering and denoising steps incorporated in the system designed are thus vital for segregating the desired signal and enabling automated cardiac prescreening [2].

Auscultation has been used by physicians as a valuable clinical tool for cardiovascular evaluation. The general belief in the medical community is consensual about the applicability of HS analysis to screening and treatment planning, however, studies indicate towards the declining practice and teaching of these techniques at all level of training [3]. This is attributed to the emergence of newer modalities which provide the same information, thus undermining the importance of HS evaluation [4]. However, automated analysis of HS, especially towards the design of effective screening mechanisms, have been generally neglected. Most research articles have, nevertheless, demonstrated the vitality of the auscultatory methods. Mangione et. al. [4] stressed that the over-dependence on modern technology is attributed to lack of training and motivation. The trend further amounts to loss of valued medical knowhow and economically strains the one paying for the health services. A suitable device designed to optimize the information gained through auscultation, and overcome the shortcoming of existing tools is a need of the hour. The device can be of significant value in screening and advanced test selection in cardiac conditions, specially in economies having low per-capita healthcare expenditure [5], [6].

The current study aims to establish the effectiveness of HS in rural setups lacking advanced imaging and Doppler facilities, and evolve a standardized framework for acquisition and processing of HS signals. Moreover, archival recording of heart sounds is not currently part of standard clinical practice, and no standard instrumented auscultatory investigation is followed to support referrals to echocardiography.
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accumulate feedback from medical community and design a suitable framework for promoting computer-assisted cardiac auscultation [7]. In this article, we have briefly summarized the science behind auscultation and included the results obtained from a nationwide survey which throws up new insights for suitable addressing the defined goals. A new scheme for classification of HS is also illustrated, the scheme aids in translating clinical acumen into computer-aided prescreening methods.

II. CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND STATE OF THE ART

Auscultation represents the acquisition of mechanical vibrations from the surface of the body that encompass the frequency range of sound; vibrations below this range (20 Hertz) are palpable and constitute a source of supplementary information (as defined by [3], [8]).

Practice of Clinical Cardiac Auscultation: Auscultation is practised for studying the cardiovascular, pulmonary and gastrointestinal systems. The focus of the study is strictly limited to cardiovascular system, and the heart to be specific. PCG represents the modern form of cardiac auscultation based on graphic recording of the HS and the murmurs. Accurate timing information is maintained by simultaneous carotid pulse recordings giving the onset of aortic ejection and valve closure and also by simultaneous ECG showing movements of valves without phase shift [9]. Auscultation is an integral part of internal medicine training and widely discussed in medical texts. [10] outlines the basic physiology behind the genesis of HS and its’ relationships with ECG and other cardiac parameters. The clinical aspects of auscultation have been illustrated by [1], it also describes in details the relation of HS with corresponding ECG signal. [9] is a comprehensive text rendering the basics of HS and the indicators for its' identification; it was extremely helpful in the basic understanding of the methods. [11] attempted to address the question whether a Doppler Echocardiogram is needed to be used routinely or whether auscultation is sufficient for diagnosis of functional murmurs. We also referenced the work of [4]; the work surveyed U.S. internal medicine programs to assess the time and importance given to auscultation training, and the auscultatory proficiency of medical students. Tavel et. al. [8] explores the perspective of intervention of signal processing and biomedical devices to overcome the deficiencies in traditional auscultation. It argues that HS analysis is a cost-effective means of additional treatment planning, and provides impetus for technical advances to address the challenges.

Technological Developments: In literature we find references of signal processing based approaches for HS analysis since 1988, and thereafter, there have been sustained contributions to this domain. Electronic stethoscopes have been available for quite a long time, but they offered marginal improvements over the mechanical predecessors. They were not very successful because of its high cost without much additional benefits and, susceptibility to noise from external sources. Moreover, most models lacked the facility to store and later recall the sound for effective differential diagnosis, and conveniently transmit the sounds to remote sites. With the development of processor and communication technologies this gap has slowly been bridged [3]. The electronic stethoscopes currently available in the market (HD Medical, HDfono, 3M Stethos) fulfill the basic criteria in terms of signal quality and connectivity, but are designed for use by trained physicians only or for educational and training purposes. However, a screening device based on these methods is conspicuously unavailable, and research efforts towards achieving a framework for cardiac prescreening and diagnosis using HS are rare. CardioScan (Zargis) is the only example of FDA approved model that assists primary care physicians in the interpretation of HS and referral of patients with heart murmurs [5]. Reed et. al. [12], [13] proposed a model based approach which finds prominence in conceptualization of system depicted in the dissertation. [12], [13] designed a model for HS generation and characterizing them based on the model for determining clinically important feature. They also presented a prototype system for HS analysis using wavelets and neural networks based classifiers. Syed et. al provided an insight into the relative difficulty of various steps involved in accurate interpretation of acoustic cardiac signals [14] and compared the efficiency of different workflows. The current project aims to design a system which can be conveniently used by paramedical staff (including auxiliary nurses, midwives and traditional 'bare-foot' doctors) for screening of cardiac cases in absence of trained cardiologists. A more detailed study of the hardware system and the signal processing methods developed are illustrated in Mandal et. al. [2]. The new system incorporates a denoising blockset and novel customizations for comprehensive processing of cardiac signals in noisy outpatient conditions, an improvement on earlier frameworks that allows the system to be used in rural health centers as well as mass screening operations [15].

III. A NATIONWIDE SURVEY ON PRACTICE OF CARDIAC AUSCULTATION

In India, a comprehensive survey on cardiology screening has not been conducted extensively till date. A distinguished pediatric cardiologist and our panelist, stressed on the fact that currently our statistics are based on surveys conducted in developed countries, thus the significance of an indigenous survey is immense. This led to the initiation and execution of the questionnaire based survey entitled, “A Survey on Practice of Cardiac Auscultation for Determination of Its Effectiveness in Diagnosis.”

A. Survey Design

The study designed and conducted is a unique attempt to identify the efficacy, teaching pattern and relevance of auscultation in cardiac pre-diagnosis. The main purposes of the survey are identified as below:

- Identify the general practice and variations in methodologies for auscultation.
- Characterizing the timing and diagnostic features of Heart Sounds in clinical practice and its applicability in computer-aided analysis.
Ascertain the level of training and expertise in auscultation during medical education and its effect in diagnostic decision making.

Study the inter-relation and relative efficiency of ECG, PCG, Treadmill test (TMT) and Real-time Echocardiography (RT ECHO).

The information collected through this questionnaire based survey aims to identify the variables in the practice and teaching of cardiac auscultation. It helps us to recognize the diagnostic significance of the cardiac auscultation and the methodology to be adopted; and to establish its suitability for computer aided analysis. We will also try to comment on efficacy of multiple diagnostic modalities in unity or unison through the responses.

The survey comprises of seven (7) independent sections, the sections first through fifth are complimentary to the defined goals are in question-response format, special comments and respondent’s details are accommodated in the sections 6 and 7 respectively. The first section asks the respondents to specify the diagnostic tools used and the related experience, personal confidence level with the modalities, teaching methodology in cardiac auscultation training adopted and the current access to the monitoring modalities. The second section addresses the query on the timing information (systole/Diastole- Early, Mid, Late), positions of auscultation, sensor used, pitch (frequency) of sound, and special focus in interpretation of diastolic murmurs. Third Section asks the opinion of the respondents on the importance of HS of in clinical diagnosis and whether more time needs to be devoted to during cardiology training. The fifth section asked for rating the importance of identification eleven cardiac (abnormal) events. The 11 cardiac event selected were:

1) S3 Gallop
2) S4 Gallop
3) Early systolic Click of aortic ejection
4) Mid systolic Click of mitral Valve prolapse.
5) Opening snap of mitral stenosis.
6) Pericardial friction rub
7) Systolic murmur of mitral regurgitation.
8) Systolic murmur of aortic stenosis
9) Diastolic rumble of mitral stenosis.
10) Diastolic murmur of aortic regurgitation.
11) Continuous murmur of patent ductus arteriosus

For each event, the participants had to select one of the five predefined linguistic significance levels - i) Strongly Agree (4), ii) Somewhat Agree (3), iii) Neutral (2), and iv) Disagree (0).

The fourth and the fifth sections were exploratory in nature, aiming to address the inter-relationship of modalities, their applicability, and the importance of technological interventions in providing better diagnostic support. Earlier survey conducted by [4] on practice of cardiac auscultation in internal medicine and cardiology teaching for accredited U.S programs was followed while drawing up the questionaire and suitably improvised to address the Indian medical fraternity. We also followed the “Guidelines on Assessment and Management of Cardiovascular Risk for Medical Officers” developed under the Government of India - WHO Collaborative Program [2008-2009].

Target Experts: The provision of the information was voluntary. The questionnaire was accompanied with a detailed statement of purpose (SOP) to appraise the participants and encourage them to provide accurate information. Consistency between the practice and responses were needed to make the survey results more representative and substantiate its use as the basis for statistical evaluations. Thus, we made the respondents aware of our methodologies and system design effort through the Statement of Purpose and sharing key manuscript(s). In many cases we interacted directly with them over phone or email explaining further details about the survey requirements, and clarify the doubts arising during filling in the responses. We had invited eminent cardiologists, cardiothoracic surgeons, medical practitioners and residents from across the country. A total number of fifty questionnaire packages were sent to selected individuals with a letter of invitation; we recorded responses from thirty two individuals. The confidentiality of the information respondents provide is pledged to be carefully protected and only aggregate information and no details of individual responses will be released as part of the survey results. The respondents to this survey had a the right of access and correction to their submitted responses for a short period (12 weeks), post expiration of the period or voluntary opt-out the had access to the consolidated results of this survey.

B. Report on the Survey Outcome

For the current article, we have scored twenty-one responses based on two categories; nine responses were from undergraduate students and were not considered for the study, and two responses were not considered due to incomplete data and inconsistencies. The survey respondents were classified under two categories (A) Experienced Cardiologists having experience 6 years and structured training in cardiology; and (B) Trainee Cardiologists having experiences 6 years and might or might not have undertaken a comprehensive cardiology program. We recorded a participation of professionals from 13 states/Union Territory of India (Andhra Pradesh, Chandigarh, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, Delhi, Orissa, Tamilnadu, Rajasthan, Gujarat and West Bengal). Individual reporting experiences of the participants are in the range of four to thirty five years with average reporting experience of 12.4 years for category A and 3.7 years for category B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON CARDIAC AUSCULTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluator Cat A Cat B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses 9 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Experience 12.4 3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auscultation Score 3.71 3.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred Modality PCG+ECHO PCG+ECHO+ECG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
The Auscultation score was computed using the linguistic scores assigned by the doctors and scaling the same with the experience levels (see III-A). Mathematically, it can be expressed as:

\[
\text{Auscultation Score} = \frac{\sum \text{Linguistic Values} \times \text{Years of Experience}}{\sum \text{Experience of all responders in the group}}
\]  

To ease the process of sending the responses both online and postal methods of returning the evaluation sheets were made available to physicians. A format of the Questionnaire is available in as supplementary material.

**General Information:** The section indicated that the physicians primarily use auscultation and ECG as prescreening tools, with 92% of the respondents agreeing to it. RT ECHO was the next with 66% consensus. Computed Tomography (CT) was the least used modality with score less than 40%. Most of the participants (84%) have undergone structure cardiology training during their undergraduate of specialization studies, the preferred method of imparting the education being through Lectures and demonstration. Audio cassettes and recordings were also acknowledged as helpful tools.

**Auscultation Practice:** The participants commented on the timing of the HS and we got a balanced response for the entire cardiac cycle (both systole and diastole) with focus of listening early stages of same, the importance decreases gradually with mid and late systolic and diastolic phase [Refer Figure 1].

The third important issue that the respondents commented on was the pitch (frequency) of the HS they concentrate on. The four frequency levels viz. very high, high, moderate and low were given equal stress with focus being more on diastole by 35% in all observations. The construction of the stethoscope plays a vital role this context. The chest piece of the stethoscope have a rigid diaphragm and a bell. The diaphragm allows better audition of the high frequency sounds, e.g. splitting sounds, opening snap, aortic diastolic murmurs. The bell transmits the low frequency sounds better, when applied lightly to chest, e.g. ventricular filling sounds and mitral diastolic murmur [9]. The responses show, diaphragm was the most used mode for picking up the sounds (78%) closely followed by Bell (68%). Majority of experienced participants indicated the use of Bell for picking up of low pitch sounds and diaphragm for high pitch sound sequentially in a single investigation. This finding is important in design of the transducer module, but is currently out of scope of the thesis.

**Auscultation Training:** Two of the more important questions of the exercise inquired the participants were: (1) Importance of auscultation as a clinical tool in the current scenario, and (2) more time should be devoted to teaching of auscultation during internal medicine/cardiology training.

It is observed that the experienced cardiologists give more weightage to auscultatory skill compared to newly trained doctors (see Figure 2). The experienced often place HS as one of the primary tools for screening and diagnosis, whereas the trainees seem to regard it more as a mandatory secondary tool. The trainee doctors felt that the knowledge imparted through classroom teaching and demonstrations are a necessary component of the internal medicine practice, there is a slight bias towards more training. The experienced group, however, believe that the present training is at-large insufficient and the trade can only be mastered through sustained Out-patient Department (OPD) practice.

In the fifth section, we had asked for the feedback of the respondents on the 11 different cardiac events as mentioned in the survey design. The ranked responses using weighted sum (linguistic level) for the events were scored for both the categories. The results of the same can be depicted by the Figure 3.

We conducted the Anova test based on the weighted responses to the 11 different cardiac events. The test reveals

![Fig. 1. Importance of Timing Information of HS Components](image)

![Fig. 2. Importance of Heart Sound Components based on Timing Information](image)
that the median for the experienced observers is relatively higher than that of the trainees. Moreover, the responses have been spread over a greater range (high intra-class variance) for the trainees. This clearly indicates that the experienced cardiologists are more focused while using HS as a tool and confident about choosing the useful features (Figure 4). This quantifies the usefulness of experience and basic clinical acumen in HS analysis.

C. Comparison of the findings

The results have been found to be consistent with the investigations done by [11], which opines that well trained cardiologist can identify the vast majority of murmurs on auscultation. This can prevent the over usage of Echocardiography and reduce medical expenses. The key markers for the survey was compared with a similar survey conducted by [4]. The general trend in both the survey were found to be similar, though variations exists. It is heartening to see that the perceived importance of HS by both peer groups in India and U.S. is rated as high on average. It is also encouraging to note that in India, 84% of doctors receive some sort of structured training pertaining to auscultation. In comparison, only 37% of U.S. internal medicine trainees receive a structured training (76% for cardiologists). The perceived importance of different HS in training (Figure 3) by both trainee and experienced groups have been found to be coherent, such cannot be established for the results given by [4]. The surveys presented divergent trends when continuing medical education was taken into consideration. [4] reported 74% cardiac fellows retraining on auscultation, whereas in India, the trend is more prominent towards enhanced usage of sophisticated modalities (72%). Even though its a growth marker, it amounts to significant loss of acumen in usage of traditional methods. The survey significantly contributes towards evolving a scheme for classification of signals based on medical feedback. It also helps in understanding the cardiac healthcare needs and its variation in the Indian subcontinent. This study being the first of its kind in the geographical area, and its ethnography being unique from the earlier surveys, it deserves special attention.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF HEART SOUNDS

Based on the medical feedback we came up with a modified classification scheme which accounts for frequency properties of the cardiac abnormalities and mimics the action of a physician. The system initially distinguishes between (a) Normal and (b) Abnormal, and then sub-classify abnormal signal
samples into physiological and anti-physiological (or patho-physiological) flow conditions. For detection of the normal signals the system checks for integral S1 and S2 sound (not split), absolute frequency of sound varies between 40-250 Hz. The murmur sounds are generated by turbulent flow of blood, thus the nature of sound directly depends on the turbulent flow properties. This alteration of sound signature helps us detect the abnormal conditions (using frequency analysis techniques). We observe that the abnormal flows are primarily of two types- (i) Physiological flow that is typically seen in stenosis, the blood flow is turbulent but it still flows the physiological direction. (ii) Patho-physiological: The blood flow is turbulent e.g regurgitation and part of the blood flows in direction opposite to the natural directions. These changes cause occurrences of very specific distinguishing frequency properties, the frequency profile for regurgitant murmurs being sharper and shorten. The Figure clearly indicates the difference in profiles of the stenosis and regurgitation. There are certain disorders not to be identified by this method; we classify them as a separate abnormal-undefined class. This abnormal undefined class is prone to higher chances of error; however, this scheme performs with greater accuracy when employed to screening problem. The method also enables us to go for a structured method to delineate to abnormalities and employ advanced signal processing measures to give more accurate interpretation. The frequency and temporal cut-off for the classification was fixed after thorough investigation of frequency profile of HS signals in the entire databases and wide consultation with collaborating doctors.

### A. Classification Methods

The typical normal ECG with QRS middle point and the corresponding PCG signal are depicted in Figure 5. The PCG signals are subjected to dimensionality reduction using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] followed by pattern classification. In this study, Support Vector Machine (SVM) [26] [27] with different kernel functions (quadratic, polynomial and Radial Basis Function (RBF)), Decision Tree (DT) [18] [19] and Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [18] [19] are used as classifiers. The ten-fold cross validation is used to calculate the performance of classification.

### B. Results of Classification

The PCG signals from normal, Aortic Stenosis (AS) and Aortic Regurgitation (AR) classes are used in this analysis. In total 145 normal, 102 AS and 52 AR segments of PCG are used. The noise and unwanted artefacts are removed using appropriate filtering techniques. Since there are a large number of samples in each signal, the dimensionality reduction using ICA is applied. After ICA ten independent components are chosen and are used for subsequent pattern identification. The classification is performed using ten fold cross validation. The average performance (sensitivity, specificity, PPV and accuracy) is shown in Table 2 for different classifiers. It can be noted from Table 2 that all classifiers provide 100% average specificity. It implies that in each of the ten folds, all normal patterns are classified into normal. Hence this proposed system can identify the normal patterns correctly in all cases. If it is not so, the patient who undergoes screening with this developed technology will unnecessarily undergo mental trauma. As seen from Table 2, the DT provides 82.6% of average accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 98.57% respectively.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87.57</td>
<td>89.63</td>
<td>76.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM quadratic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.57</td>
<td>95.36</td>
<td>79.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM polynomial</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83.52</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>94.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM RBF</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>98.79</td>
<td>82.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.90</td>
<td>92.77</td>
<td>78.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Normal ECG and PCG signals with QRS complex middle point shown in red asterisk

### V. Conclusion

Cardiac auscultation is a part of general case taking, and thus all physicians practice it, but in India the use of HS for organic disease diagnosis is limited to experienced cardiologists only. There has been an increasing trend of usage of advanced modalities like Doppler Echocardiography, CT and MRI are employed without proper screening. Auscultation can act as sufficiently sensitive tool for identification of systemic murmurs disorder and screening of subjects [28]. In case of prescreening and health visits (including chamber practice) a good practice of HS evaluation couple with patient history can be indicative of the underlying pathogenesis. There has been a waning interest in traditional understandings of HS owing to over reliance on advance technologies. This in turn is a contributory factor to ever increasing healthcare divide with most physicians preferring to stay on at urban locations setting lack of facilities [2]. Re-inculcation of the traditional diagnosis skill and suitable training of paramedical stuff and offering them with innovative devices (as one proposed in [2]) is vital to strengthen the health system [5]. This article consolidates the results of the cardiology survey, the suggestions acquired by interviewing eminent cardiologists, and the knowledge gained through sustained interaction with the physicians. This
new information was skillfully exploited in designing new classification schemes which shows remarkable specificity. Further, we were also able to show how the interplay of different modalities can positively reinforce the results.

In a scenario involving developing countries like India, it is to be understood that the advanced modalities are available only in the tertiary care centres. As one of our participants aptly points out, "The primary care giver is bereft of any such facility, and will have to do with clinical 'eye' and skill of ECG and auscultation. Importantly, they are the primary screeners - tertiary care givers are mostly implementers of definitive managements." The primary health system should, thus, be made sufficiently strong so that morbid cardiac conditions are detected and referred immediately for a proper follow up treatment. The health worker including the medical practitioners need to be sufficiently trained and equipped to identify abnormalities using HS. In disease like stroke and acute coronary syndrome there is a short "window period" and proper referral during this "golden hours" can save lives. Thus technological advancements in analysis of HS is called for to address, specially the rural and semi-urban India which is suffering of a huge healthcare divide.
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